1. Introduction

Two useful features for data models are often not present in programming languages: relationships and derivations. Relationships between entities can be artificially encoded in pointers, nestings, foreign keys and tuples, but these all have their drawbacks. Derived values (Figure 2, line 9) can be realized with functions, but one has to cache these manually, or in materialized views (in databases), but the latter does not support all forms of recursion.

Different meta models provide different features for specifying data models in applications. To illustrate the need for a language with relationships and derivations as first class citizens the problems of each meta model are listed:

- **OO-model**: traversing relationships in both directions requires keeping pointers both ways consistent; relationships cannot be ternary or have attributes without lifting them to objects; and derived values have to be cached manually.

- **Relational model**: recursive relations like trees can only be saved and queried in normalized form; views have restrictions on recursion, recursive aggregations are not supported; subtyping is not supported; and one cannot build an application solely with a relational database and has to deal with the OR impedance mismatch when using it with an OO language.

- **Nested relational model**: This model does not other views on the data than the hierarchy it is saved in; and also has the impedance mismatch problem.

- **Logic model (Datalog and Prolog)**: ordering, duplicates and grouping by is nontrivial; and relationships, as tuples, cannot be entities themselves.

These meta models support the features the others lack, but none of them has both first class relationships and derivations. Without language support relationships and derivations have to be encoded in artificial constructs. These add code complexity, hide design intent and are error prone. The goal of this project is to create a language that has these as first class citizens.

2. Related work

Current approaches to add relationships to language do not solve all of the above listed problems. In 1987 Rumbaugh was the first to add relationships to a language [10]. His approach is preprocessor based and dynamic. It does not have relations as first class citizens and does not support symmetries and derived relationships. Our approach is static and does support these.

Noble and Pearce extended Java with first class relationships using aspects [8]. They argue that objects should be agnostic to relationships. In our approach entities know what relations they participate in. This allows using relations inside the derivations.

They also created the Java Query Language [12]. The query language uses value-based joins, like SQL. LINQ also uses value-based joins [7]. Our language does queries based on the relationships themselves, essentially navigating along the relationships.

Bierman and Wren also added first class relationships to Java named RelJ [2]. In their approach they support relationships as first class citizens. The relations are tuples, having unnamed ordered roles. In our approach the roles are named and unordered, allowing symmetry and querying based on roles. Also our approach is not a language extension.

Closely related work is the Rumer language by Balzer [1]. It features first class relations with roles and queries. Rumer provides reactive queries as well as imperative code. It has cardinalities specified in constraints and supports just binary relationships. Our approach differs in the fact that everything is a derivation and thus reactive, multiplicities are part of the type system instead of constraints and we support relations of all degrees.

Work related to derivations is firstly the field of (materialized) views in databases, for example [5]. There are grossly two ways to maintain derived data: deriving maintenance queries (algebra based) and reactive programming [11], using a dependency model. The language abstracts over this, so the language itself can stay the same while its compiler can use the above techniques.

3. The language

The starting point of designing the language is the Entity Relationship model [3]. The data model is specified in terms of entities, relationships and attributes. The data model also specifies all derivations. Derivations work like spreadsheets, but then on entities, attributes and relationships instead of cells.

The language does not have statements or functions, since everything can be expressed in derivation expressions (reactive expressions). There is no passing around of parameters for functions, these should be fetched in derivation expressions by navigating along relationships. Only CRUD-operations change state.

Only primitive types are allowed as attributes of entities or relationships. The way to relate two entities is by a relationship, not...
by putting one in an attribute of the other. The reason for this is simply that relationships should all be first class relationships.

Another remark about the types is that there are no collection types. Instead of collections explicit cardinalities (or multiplicities) are stated for all relationships. These are orthogonal to types and interact when needed. For example when navigating along relationships both types and multiplicities are checked.

The current state of the prototype supports defining entities, relationships, attributes, derived attributes and navigating along relationships. The prototype is built with the Spoofax Language Workbench [6]. It has an editor with syntax highlighting, name resolution, type checking and generates Java code.

The language has three main parts: model, data and execute. The model describes an ER-model, the data instances of that model and lastly the execute part contains queries over the model. Model and Data are quite straightforward, except for the roles in the relations. These are expressed as type, multiplicity and role-name, where the multiplicity is from the participating entities point of view and role-names are optional.

Figure 1 shows a complete program where navigating along relationships is illustrated in the execute part. To navigate one starts with an entity, and specifies the relation and role to navigate along. The navigation syntax has two components; navigating from an entity into relation or navigating out of a relation to entities again. Also the role names are explicit in navigating.

On line 28 we navigate from a person to a marriage where the person has the role husband. On line 29 we subsequently navigate out of the marriage relation by the wife-role and line 30 is the shorthand for both. Because relationships are first class citizens we can navigate from the marriage relation to the counselling relation (line 31). Marriage has the marriage-role in counselling (notice the same name, the role name is not specified on line 11).

Figure 2 shows only the model, but with the derivations. The average grade can be calculated based on the averages of the children. To do this the navigation along relationships is used.

Future work includes refining the syntax, introducing shorthand notations and more powerful querying techniques, as well as invariants and transactions.
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